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 Not that I ever would, but I could. I could draw you a 
treasure map. We could sit down with a knowledgeable local surfer, a 
compass and a map, Google Earth, and carefully mark down every surf 
break in Maine. We could nail down exact GPS coordinates. We could ink 
the best tides, wind direction, swell direction, and size for each spot. We 
could find you the best 6-mil wetsuit, the warmest boots and gloves and 
fill a thermos full of hot coffee. 

Not that I ever would, but I could.
And you still wouldn’t catch it good.
No matter what, every time you go to Maine, it finds a different way to 

skunk you. First, consider that this state, tucked up in the northeastern 
corner of the United States, suffers from the same inconsistency that 
plagues the rest of the East Coast. Despite an array of setups that handle 
different angles, the swells often seem to come from not quite the right 
direction. Despite the different potentials for protection, the wind seems 
be a factor. Also, most spots are rendered unrideable half the day due to 
the dramatic shifts in tide up here in the neighborhood of 43° latitude.

But rarely will you hear anyone complain about these obstacles. Surfers 
who visit Maine don’t curse, don’t vow never to return. Those with a little 
imagination can see Maine for its chilly tranquility – the antithesis of 
everything flashy and disposable. 

So you might go to Maine. You might be charmed by the waitress in a 
lobster house. You might get to trim on a wooden board. But chances are 
you won’t properly score. You’d have to live there.

Just North of the Maine Peak
The Seasons of Down East Surfing
BY JoN CoEN
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November
When I was 14, I dove the crystal waters here. I steered a lobster boat, 
pulled giant mussels off rocks, ate them on the beach with my family. I 
looked for waves, but there didn’t seem to be any near Bar Harbor. I was 
too young to access a coastline like that.

Mark Anastas grew up going back and forth between Florida and 
Maine, the opposite poles of East Coast surfing. He owns Liquid Dreams 
Surf Shops in the towns of ongonquit and York in Maine. Mark says that 
Florida is consistently more rideable, but he always tells the guys down 
there that Maine has some of the best waves on the East Coast.

Now it was 2006, almost 20 years later, and I was back. I was on 
assignment for a Portland magazine. The publisher was busy. He handed 
me the keys to his car and a nice surfboard, and my wife and I took off to 
hook up with my friend, Jack Fleming. Jack was a freestyle skier in the 
1980s. He lives on the coast and runs surf and snow events.

Luckily, there was a moderate swell at one of the more punchy 
beachbreaks. Being from New Jersey, I wasn’t shocked by the air or water 
temperatures but I was shocked at how fast a thick veil of fog enveloped the 
headland and the cove where we were about to surf. And since this board I’d 
been loaned – a progressive twin-fin fish – had neither traction pad nor leash 
plug it, occurred to me that not only was I likely to lose my board in the 
waves, I would probably lose the board altogether if I wasn’t careful.

We surfed anyway, it cleaned up a bit and I managed not to lose the 
board in the mists. This wasn’t the postcard waves I’d imagined, but 
walking back through the wild, foggy woods pricked my desire to score 
Maine properly sometime and at least, to keep trying. 

June
I’d been up several times and never got any of those mysto spots 
working. But now it was early summer and the swells would come from 
other directions.

I pulled off the I-95 and down into the town of York. Summer families  
had started to arrive bringing  a kind of innocent tourism. It was nice – a 
campground, motels, store fronts, one with an ancient Coca-Cola sign 
along the west side of the street, a promenade and seawall on the east. 
Beyond the wall was Long Sands, one of the few sandy beaches in the 

state, a mile-long, semi-protected cove.
By now I’d met Sonny Perkins, who’s pretty much Maine’s surfing 

historian. Sonny was summering in Maine in 1962 when a man with a 
surfboard passed through. He gave it a try, probably without much 
success, but Sonny went down as the first person to surf Maine. He stuck 
with it and eventually, as the sport spread, York began to experience little 
surf booms in the summer.

“We all remember that moment when it touched our soul,” Mr. Perkins 
said. “It took us from adolescence to adulthood in an instant. We knew 
what we wanted. That moment … and surfing … have never left us.”

Much of that original community was based around Susan Peters’ 
surfboard rentals at her Bikini Surf Shop, which was run by her sister 
Linda and other kin. They probably surprised a few surfers who traveled 
up to Maine, expecting lumberjacks and empty waves, and found a sort 
of thriving, nascent surf scene.

Steve ‘Surfer Crow’ Watson was one of the pioneers. He eventually 
opened several Surfer Crow surf shops. His wave-riding migration was 
between Puerto Rico and Maine. In June of 2008, a bunch of the original 
York surfers got together to talk about old times. Most of them are 
around 60 now; most hadn’t seen one another in four decades. It turned 
out that Mark Anastas had worked in a surf shop in Palm Beach Florida 
in the mid-’90s. 

“At that time, there really wasn’t a good surf shop in Maine,” he said. “I 
figured I’d go back and set something up. I knew it would be seasonal. 
I’d work my ass off until october and then head to Florida or travel.” But 
pretty soon Anastas had to stay up here and keep the shop open year-
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round. The wetsuits were getting better 
and everyone was surfing through the 
winter.

At the north end of Long Sands 
Beach is Cape Neddick and its 
headland, the Nubble, and its storied 
lighthouse. out on the Nubble, with its 
winding roads and green 
neighborhoods, Nick and Mike 
LaVecchia rent an old wooden carriage 
house. They can walk across a 
neighbors’ yard (vacant most of the 
year) and poach views from the bluff of 
the lefthander and the Long Sands 

shorebreak to the south.
The LaVecchias embody New England boardriding culture – core and 

conscious, two of seven North Jersey children, they took root in New 
England when Mike became US Team Manager for Burton Snowboards 
– a reminder that the fabric of Maine surfing is forever interwoven with 
snowboarding. After he left Burton, Mike became a woodworker. He got 
involved with the construction of the Los McClure, an 88ft replica of a 
1862-class sailing canal schooner, which unfortunately sank to the 
bottom of Lake Champlain.

Brother Nick LaVecchia is a straight-up artist and photographer. He 
was doing graphic design for Burton when he started leaning more 
toward surf, and eventually he moved to York. There, the Maine coast 
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offered up unmatched opportunities to shoot, and LaVecchia dedicated 
himself to capturing those idyllic moments. Considering water 
temperatures worldwide, Nick is probably the professional surf 
photographer who most consistently shoots in the coldest water.

Mike and I got to talking as we headed to the end of the cape for 
dinner. out there, each building has a certain native character, enhanced 
by cedar shakes and vegetation. Mike told me his first job in York was 
with a boat builder named Paul Rollins. 

“We were using northern white cedar for decking and some hatches,” 
he said. “The stuff was just beautiful to work with, as well as super light. 
I had gotten into surfing a few years earlier, although I knew for most of 
life that it was in my future. I guess I knew that everything would change 
once I caught my first wave. Anyway, eventually I studied how wood 
surfboards were built, from solid ancient hardwoods to chambered 
balsas, from Blake’s hollow plywood boards to today’s modern 
interpretations.”

Back at the house we met up with Nick and his girlfriend, Molly 
Johnson. Everyone in York seemed to be following one passion or 
another. Molly is a chef and a gardener. She grew up surfing in York, 
living on her parents’ farm, just a quarter mile from Long Sands.  

We sat in the neighbor’s vacant yard, stealing a moonlit view of that 
long beach. There was hardly a breath of wind. Maine charm was starting 
to seem surreal in its perfection.

Next day, Nick and Molly took me to see her father, Randy, on his farm. 
Rumors of Randy’s many endeavors were not exaggerated. There were a 
few VW vans that he was restoring, a berry farm, some racing sailboats, a 
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disassembled greenhouse, a 1949 Willys Jeep, a farm stand, and a 
working beehive. But what caught my eye were the jugs of used fryer oil 
that a local restaurant had given him. Randy Johnson drove to Boston’s 
Logan Airport five days a week, where he worked as a mechanic. His 
commute was free, and carbon neutral, in his converted VW Jetta.

“It’s funny,” he mused, “I actually enjoy my commute now. You look at 
the other drivers, and they look so miserable, and you go scooting by 
them running free and independent.”

After my mind was fully blown by all this self-sufficient ingenuity, Nick 
took me a few miles west to the Grain Surfboards factory. With my first 
view of the farm, complete with roaming sheep and cows, I was sold. The 
crew at Grain is an 11-man operation – a collective of artists, 
woodworkers, and athletes. The company offers seven finished surfboard 
models, from a ’60s-era bodyboard to a 10’ longboard, but what has 
proven especially popular are Grain’s kits, which include all the materials 
required for an industrious surfer (anywhere in the world) to build his or 
her own board. In addition to the inherent sustainability of their 
materials, Grain uses locally-grown, sustainably-harvested northern white 
cedar and is experimenting with bamboo fiber cloth to offer a 100% 
green product.

When developing his own surfboard design, Mike LaVecchia had a 
couple of criteria. He wanted to work with cedar, but he was aware it was 
heavier then balsa. So he also knew he needed to develop a method that 
used less material then a traditional chambered board. 

“I also knew that wood was expensive and my time was cheap,” he told 
me, “so I was more interested in developing a method that made the best 
use of the material. I wanted a board that had the look and feel of a 

traditional solid wooden board – few, if 
any, seams and consistent material 
throughout – but with the performance 
and shapes of today’s boards.”

on our way back, past Long Sands, 
we notice some glassy micro lines. 
After the incessant surf talk, the York 
crew was gnashing its collective teeth at 
anything. We paddled out on the 10’ 
‘Waterlogs’ and took turns standup 
paddling a special 12’ board that Mike 
had built for just such days.

To be perfectly honest, Long Sands is 
a junk wave until it gets way overhead. 

It’s mushy on the outside, and no matter how hard you try, you’ll never 
find a quality inside bowl. It is, however, perfect for Maine’s growing 
surfing population: it’s a weak wave, on most days pretty soft and gutless, 
hence dull for any moderately experienced surfer. Good longboard wave – 
like Waikiki in that it’s gentle, pretty, and accessible for beginners with a 
lot of room to spread out between September and June. If there was ever 
a place to ride wood, this is it. The heavy cedar boards seem to plane over 
the flattest of sections and keep momentum even where there is barely a 
bump rolling through the water.

I can’t help, but think of York as a shire, in the Tolkien sense, full of 
friendly surfing hobbits, but I know it’s barely a taste of Maine’s 
signature coastal entrees.

September
While most of the Northeast welcomes summer as 100 days of fun, it’s 

not always the same perspective for beach locals. It’s usually more like 10 
days of fun and 90 days of obnoxious tourists, humidity, shitty surf, and 
extended work schedules. So, I was looking forward to spending one 
week of September – the Atlantic Seaboard’s glorious juxtaposition of 
warm water and tropical storms – in Maine. The idea of my dog and I 
cruising that pristine coast on nothing but French-fry grease during 
hurricane season sounded even better.

Unlike New Jersey’s straight, east-facing beaches, Maine offers a craggy 
coast of coves, islands, reefs, and headlands. Even the local surfers here only 
have some of the ‘Down East’ wired. “North of Portland, there are endless 
spots,” Anastas told me, “but it would take so long to pioneer them.”

There is, in fact, tremendous potential there. But on the rare occasion 
of solid swell, who’s willing to make long drives to check out virgin coast, 
then meander an hour or more back to the highway to the head on to the 
next point?

“That’s the beauty of Maine,” Anastas added. “It’s like going back to 
the time of surf-safari discovery.” 

And so, immediately after covering a series of wave-starved Northeast 
pro contests, I packed up boards, camping gear, gallons of extra vegetable 
oil, and hit the road. Though I was prepared for chill, it proved to be the 
second warmest September on record. And though I was fully equipped 
to chase any swell, it was the very worst tropical season ever.

on the other hand, we enjoyed stellar camping and hiking, creamy 
lobster rolls, the Common Grounds Fair (a huge celebration of 
sustainable living, organic foods, and local craftsmanship held in Unity, 
Maine), and continual encounters with inspiring people. But it continued 
to be glaringly obvious that you don’t travel to Maine and get waves.

Whereas the surf on past trips had at least offered us a chance to get in 
the water, this September was an abomination … until Hurricane Noel 
served up a nice farewell. The Maine water was already chilly, as the 
whole coast lit up for two days. A few Portland-area surfers had been 
scoping a new reef, but it had yet to produce. And while the masses 
headed to Higgins Beach and York, this crew found their new spot 
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heating system. Pretty soon, he’ll be 
heating his house, garage, and 
greenhouse on straight veg.

The swell forecast for the next day 
seemed boarderline: three to four foot at 
seven seconds. A three- to four-foot 
wave can translate to grinding barrels at 
New Jersey’s beachbreaks, but it more 
likely means gutless lumps in Maine.

However, there is one spot near York 
… a cove that refracts an east swell off a 
north-end cliff, wedging it into a 
challenging left. We arrived early to 

find offshore winds and only two heads on it. McBrien insists it’s bigger 
than it looks, but I can see it already looks more serious than most of the 
Pine Tree State.

There are two heads in the water. one is Sam Boardman, a house 
painter and Maine’s Gerry Lopez, in that both are goofy-foot masters of 
throaty left bowls. Neither pioneered his wave, but each showed his 
respective community what’s possible on it. Pipe may get bigger, but it’s 
also about 35 degrees warmer.

“People think I was the first to surf it, just because I’ve had a few photos 
published,” disclaimed Sam, who’s surfed solid 15-foot faces here. “Guys like 
Bill Woodward and Jeff Gerard surfed it long before me. Those guys are in 
their 40s now, but they showed me a few things. It’s like a skate park. It’s a 
hollow left with a ramp … and it’s got that refraction mutant power.”

Personally, I was happy to snag a wave early and break the ice. It was 
my best wave in Maine to date. But I could see how the refraction could 
play havoc with the takeoff. Disrespect it and you’re in for an icy plunge 
(as I learned). McBrien laid his body into tight backside cutbacks and 
aired off the section down the line, but Boardman clearly had it wired. He 
swooped into the best waves of the day, slipping into deep pockets and 
gaping sections. Soon the whole York crew – Natty, Scott, Trevor, and 
others – were all stroking out.

But the abundant sunshine was melting the Appalachian snows, 
sending frigid water downstream, keeping the ocean as cold as the dead 
of winter. And while my suit kept me toasty, the chill was seeping into 
my 5-mil boots, numbing my feet so I could barely feel my board. When I 
sw I’d lost confidence and ceded waves I was in position for, that was it. 
Finally scoring after so many fruitless trips, I was relegated to the 
shoulder with clubfeet in a brisk 25 minutes. The Maine boys were smart 
enough to wear 7-mils. They know.

“You have to pay your dues here, physically and mentally,” Anastas told me.
Next day, the air temps soared into the 60s. Nick seemed to think that 

a 2.5-foot groundswell at 10 seconds could be worthwhile, but I was 
headed to Sunday River to snowboard in spring conditions.

Later that night, I get a text – Sam Boardman claiming classic 
conditions at the spot with the boys. Figures. They deserve it. They 
deserve every wave they get.

New Jersey-based surfer and writer Jon Coen wrote about Asbury Park, NJ in 
TSP-51 and Cuba in TSP-55. 

serving up throaty lefts just 45 minutes outside a major metro area. They 
named it P-Heads, and how often do you get to name their own break in 
this day and age? 

This is so typical of Maine surfing. You can trek north a dozen times 
and it will elude you. But if you’re a patient resident, you can do 
something that 99.9% of the surfing world will never do. Finally, I 
retreated back down the sweaty Northeast corridor, still feeling bitter 
about the waves … but loving Maine even more.

April
It’s become comforting to me, to arrive in Maine. 

I’d left in the wee hours, again packing a pair of quads, but this time, 
my snowboard, 6-mil with boots and gloves, and an extra 15 gallons of 
vegetable oil.

New Jersey was starting to show the first signs of spring – a few buds on 
the trees and the odd early-season flower – but the further north I went, the 
fewer the seasonal harbingers. Rolling into York, I knew Nick and my 
hometown friend, Ben McBrien, were probably getting waves somewhere, 
but there was something I had to do first. I pulled the wagon off the 
highway (front bumper just inches from a snowbank), hopped out, and 
went into York Lobster and Seafood for a lobster roll. Good to be back.

Satisfied with the temporary fix, I headed over to the LaVecchia house. 
The wind was light onshore, but there was a bit of swell at Long Sands. 
McBrien and Nick were upstairs, looking at shots from the morning 
session at a spot that isn’t even a break in the minds of Maine surfers, 
even though you can see it from the road.

“It’s not that great,” Nick said, “but there were a few ramps this 
morning. No one ever surfs there.”

There was a natural backdrop, however, and at the right tide, McBrien 
was able to launch a few with local artist and transient, Dug (that’s not a 
misspelling) Desjardan.

Soon, we loaded up my wagon with a few boards and headed out again. 
There was a decent low-pressure system out over the ocean, and New 
England was benefiting from some windswell. Fortunately, there were 
plenty of nooks and crannies in which to escape the breeze.

Nick navigated, and we pulled into a public area on the first “beach day” 
of the spring, which meant that a few sweatered locals were letting their 
dogs run among the cobblestones and driftwood.

We checked both sides of a small point and found minimal swell, but 
McBrien and I were enthralled by it all. He had been living in 
Philadelphia, setting up a woodworking business, and kept remarking 
about being back in nature. When it was clear there wasn’t a wave worth 
surfing, I suggested we hunt down some lobster rolls, but they weren’t 
having it.

“No way,” said McBrien (who, in his mind, has already moved his wife 
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and daughter here and talks like a local). “That’s just Maine kitsch.”
Well, I could live on kitsch like that, especially when it’s mixed with 

creamy mayonnaise and served on a toasted torpedo roll!
Instead, we grabbed a few waves at Long Sands, then we returned to the 

spot they had ‘discovered’ that morning, and it was working like a machine 
– but a machine that produced the same exact closeout over and over.

I visited Randy Johnson again. He had me pull up to his grease shack 
and filled me up for free. I was giddy to see he’d installed a new waste-oil 


